THE ASCENT OF ENGLAND (1815-48)
aad was already being largely mined when the period began
—but even coal multiplied by four. It is customary to take
commerce as a basic test—that is, the total amount of exports
from and imports into the island of Great Britain. The test is
not so satisfactory as it is presumed to be; a nation may in
reality be very poor, though doing a large amount of foreign
trade^ and it may certainly be well-to-do, though doing none,
but as England was dependent upon this form of activity it is in
connection with England a fair rough test. Now, the coefficient
of expansion in trade between Waterloo and the Boer War is
eleven or twelve. Further, such commerce was carried mainly
in English ships, and financed and insured by English in-
stitutions, for the services of which the foreigner as well as the
native paid tribute.
The expansion of wealth is a more difficult thing to appreciate.
It may fairly be said, counting foreign investment, that the real
wealth of the people of Great Britain—that is, the annual power
of effective demand for goods and services—increased (taking
the period as a whole) more rapidly than population. But the
estimate is very complex, for the following reasons:
 (1)	There is in any estimate of national wealth an element of
* economic imaginaries '; that is, sums counted as part of the
total natural wealth when in fact they are not so.1   The simplest
example of it is wealth being counted twice over:  as, for in-
stance, the income of a young man allowed him by his father
and his father's total income, out of which it comes.    But
apart from such a crude example as this there are thousands
of others.    The proportion of economic imaginaries to real
wealth increases with the commercial activity of a community—
it was and is very large in the society of Great Britain.
 (2)	When wealth is ill-distributed, as it was in England during
the nineteenth century, the test of incomes assessed for taxation
is very misleading; but for such rough value as it has the increase
in assessment is much more rapid than the increase in population.
A final example may be considered in the expansion of the
railway. This typically English thing begins in 1825. I*1 rather
more than fifteen years you have a thousand miles of it within the
island, but before the end of the century 20,000 miles.
The Change in Method.   The material transformation of
1 The term is formed on the model of mathematical ' imaginaries J—i.e.t
functions which have no real existence, such as the square root of minus one.
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